
“Violence and schools closure has deprived more than 350,000 children to be 
enrolled in last year classes “, said UNICEF spokesman, Mr. Christophe Bolyark. 
He added that the total number of out-of-school children in Yemen is over two 
million children, pointing out that out-of-school children are highly vulnerable to 
the risk of exploitation and recruitment to fight.
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National Foundation for Development and Humanitarian response is preparing to launch 
a campaign “I miss my school” to support the progress of education in the conflict - affected 
areas, in cooperation with the Ministry of Education and with  the partnership of some 
of Yemeni private sectors. The campaign targets 20,000 students in more than one hundred 
of the most effected schools in various governorates.
Associated with "I miss my school" campaign, there is going to be an intensive media activity 
to build awareness among society about the importance of  continuing  to support to build awareness among society about the importance of  continuing  to support 
the education in  effected schools , and the importance of the community role and  local 
authorities to find safe alternatives to the effected schools to ensure the continuing of 
the education process.  Schools bags will also be distributed to the displaced and poor 
students as to encourage and motivate them to pursue their education.

A chart showing plenty of  schools in which closed in Sana'a governorate's directorates
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A member of Education Watch notified that the imminent danger that threatens the collapse 
of Al-Safa school in Dhaee-saad village, kusma district, Riama governorate. 
According to the reported obtained by Education Watch indicated that the ceiling of 
the school has started to fall including concrete materials due , according to the report, 
is a construction malfunction , during the build process that accompanied the construction 
process in 1999 in addition to the rainwater that is accumulated on roofs and around 
the building without being discharged.the building without being discharged.
The report also appoints that more than 300 male and female students are posed to danger 
due to the huge cracks in the ceiling that leads to the emergence of rebar. The report has 
also emphasized on the importance of accelerating the renovating process before it is too late.
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Education Watch has obtained some statistics that illustrate the number of community colleges 
and technical institutes that were affected due to the war.
The statistics has pointed out that 58 collages and a training institute were affected due to 
being directly targeted by coalition airstrikes. Moreover, 12 educational foundations were also 
affected due to being near targeted areas or fire clashes and that is an overall all of %63 of 
the number of all training foundation which is 94 foundations. The war has deprived 10 
thousands and thousands and 615 female and male students from doing their final examination out of a total 
number of 14 thousand and 445 female and male students who are enrolled at the collages 
and institutes in all the provinces of the republic. 1647 from the academic staff has stopped 
working right after the war has started.
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Redhoom School, a secondary for females in Shabwa province, is still closed since 
the beginning of the school year 2016-2015. According to statistics obtained by the Education 
Watch, the school has been used as a shelter for refugees who has been displaced from 
the conflicted areas of Silan , Bihan , Hoban to Redhoom districts. As results, many students 
at Redhoom School were deprived of education during the school year of 2016-2015.
Moreover, Education Wash has also obtained information pointing out a work stoppage at 
Gohimah School, Al Madmah District , Al Jaof Province after using the school as a refugees Gohimah School, Al Madmah District , Al Jaof Province after using the school as a refugees 
shelter for some displaced families. Gohimah School serves three villages which are Kohilah, 
Hazim Khiran, and Al Tahami. The children’s future of these villages has been threatened 
since the beginning of the war due to not being able to use their school facilities to pursue 
their education. In Sana’a province, two schools where shut down, Al Hussein Bin Ali, and 
Khaild Bin Al Waleed schools after being used for refugees. 
Many schools in Yemen have been used as shelters for refugees and displaced families, 
and unfortunately, the local authorities have not been able to find an alternative places for and unfortunately, the local authorities have not been able to find an alternative places for 
those refugees.

Coalition air forces have struck the Agricultural and Fisheries Institute in Alraboa’a District , 
Abs, Hajah province. The official news agency "SABA” reported  that airstrikes targeted, at 
the end of August, 2015, the Agricultural and Fisheries Institute at Abs which has resulted 
to a complete damage to all the institution faculties and facilities. At the same day , 
the airstrikes targeted two raids at the technical institute in Ahim area , Koshar district ,Hajah 
which also have led to a massive destruction. 
Education Watch has documented four targeted technical and vocational institutes during Education Watch has documented four targeted technical and vocational institutes during 
August, 2015 in Hajah , Amran , and Ibb.



Jabalt Al-Wazina, Mudia directorate has been still closed five years ago, after the owner of 
the land  which school has been built on it closure and abortion education process. However, 
the land had prior authorized waiver from Mudia court as public interest by him.
According to information obtained by "Observatory Education, the school recently 
established and  the education process began in the 2010-2009 year , notwithstanding,  
it's hardly just completed one academic year before closure with chains and locks in 
the beginning of the educational process. A civil society organization has a responsible for the beginning of the educational process. A civil society organization has a responsible for 
promoting the school and equipped modern laboratories, and its staff has a dream to be a 
typical school. Unfortunately, leveled charges and corruption in addition to the education 
enemies, who worked to fabricate the inventing untrue stories. Other fueling disagreements 
have been arisen between the sons, other story related to the boys and girls study together, 
they said that school just for girls and no boys allowed, consequence, Nearly 150 children 
were forced to move to another school next to their village, they were daily walked for long 
distances. problems were arisen, distances. problems were arisen, 
after fighting  out broke between two teachers and owner of the land which has been looking 
for arousing problems all the time, then he asked for expelled teachers from the school as a 
condition for the continuation of the study.  community efforts to persuade him have been 
failed to reverse his demands. However, initially teachers were rejected to leave the school 
but in consideration to public interest they later agreed to leave. The owner of land unsatisfied, 
he is insisting on employ his son, condition after condition have made just to   reopen school 
before all equipment and laboratories’ school were taken by. before all equipment and laboratories’ school were taken by. 
The school did not open more than 280 girl students are the total number in the various grades. 
Girl’s families compulsory moved their daughters to another far away school, high girl 
students moved to 22 May school in Mudia town, long distance, suffering a per of their ways 
to school that one needs to ride a bus. Sheikhs and community leaders made a great efforts 
to reopen the school, but unfortunately have failed, the official authorities failed too. 
School has been closed since 2012.
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The war taking place in Yemen since March of last year 2015, has cast a negative shadow over 
all the development sectors, especially education, which has had the most prominent effect by 
the significant losses in infrastructure and the educational process stoppage in thousands of 
schools that were targeted directly both by the Arab coalition aircraft and internal armed clashes 
between the parties of the conflict besides using hundreds of schools as shelters displaced 
families and refugees of the conflicted areas.
The Education Ministry official statistics pointed out that The Education Ministry official statistics pointed out that 1640 schools were effected 296 out of 
these schools where directly targeted by the coalition airstrikes. The rest of the schools were 
effected either by targeting areas beside the schools or the armed confrontation.
According to a ministry report that was issued last May “the targeting of schools has caused 
the destruction of 976 ,21 classrooms, 2369 classrooms were also completely destroyed 
and 656 ,16 were partially destroyed. More than 1,000,079 high and primary students have 
been deprived of education because of the war and damaged schools.”  The ministry initial 
losses in education sector estimated to be losses in education sector estimated to be 90 billion Yemeni Riyals. The Education Watch has 
more knowledgeable statistics about tremendous destruction in the education sector.
Saada governorate has shared the biggest part of destruction, after education process stopped 
in all schools, 695 schools were directly  targeted.   451 schools, Taiz, 136 schools Hajjah, 133 
schools Marib, 87 schools Al - Jawf, , 59 schools Sana'a , 23 schools Amran , 24 schools , 
Baida, 9 shcools Hudidah, 8 schools Shabwa, 5 schools Aden and  3 schools Lahja. Above 
school data revealed a horrible reality and vogue future for Education system in Yemen, so 
the Education Watch claims quick steps to rescue education sector from a major disaster that the Education Watch claims quick steps to rescue education sector from a major disaster that 
has directly threatened the future of our generations, which requires urgent social movement 
to provide alternative and secure places for the damaged schools. We also call all the conflict 
parties to avoid schools to be part of any conflict.

To participate in documenting the problems and challenges that facing the educational 
process, please download the application. Education Observatory from Google Play 
market on the following link:  https://goo.gl/GdkSLz
For further information or sending any materials, please be free to contact us via 
the information officer Adel Othman. e-mail: aothman@nfdhr.org. Phone: 730190822
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